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Journal Aims

Our Journal provides a chance for academic and industry professionals to discuss recent progress in the area of Signal Processing, Image Processing and Pattern Recognition.

Journal Topics

IJSIP aims to facilitate and support research related to signal processing, image processing and pattern
recognition technology and the applications.

The topics covered by IJSIP include the following:

**Basic Topics:**

- 3D and Stereo Imaging
- Analog and Mixed Signal Processing
- Array Signal Processing
- Audio/Speech Processing and Coding
- Biomedical Imaging Applications
- Biometrics and Pattern Recognition
- Cognitive and Biologically-inspired Vision
- Communication Signal processing
- Computer Vision & VR
- Constraint processing
- Digital Signal Processing
- Distributed Source Coding
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• Speech, Audio and Music Processing
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• Text processing
• Video Analysis and Event Recognition
• Video compression & Streaming
• Video Surveillance and Monitoring
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